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ABSTRACT 

The Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangain formulation is an efficient tool to model and simulate metal 
forming processes with large plastic deformations. Frequently, the forming process of cold or hot 
work pieces is controlled by linear elastic tools. In order to control and optimize such processes with 
respect to cycle time, life time of the tools and quality of the product, detailed numerical simulation 
models are necessary. However, in such complex processes simulation time and the numerical effort 
is very high.  

In this paper, several strategies to reduce the simulation time are investigated for the example of a hot 
cylinder which is pressed into a die by a moving stamp. For this process a three-dimensional Finite 
Element model is implemented in the software package Abaqus. The linear elastic tools (stamp and 
die) are represented by Lagrangain three-dimensional continum elements, and the work piece by 
three-dimensional Eulerian elements. Contact is implemented between tools and work-piece and an 
explicit dynamic coupled thermo-mechanic simulation is performed. 

Implementing the simulation model with all the relevant physical parameters yields a very long 
computation time. In commercial software tools, e.g. Abaqus, strategies like mass scaling are 
implemented in order to reduce simulation times. In this paper further strategies have been 
investigated for reducing the computation time: Besides mass scaling, also time scaling and scaling 
of thermal properties (e.g. conductivity) has been applied.    

Based on the implemented metal forming process, these approaches are compared, and it is shown 
that by an appropriate scaling of the physical parameters, the simulation time can be reduced by 
several orders of magnitude without loss of accuracy of the results.  
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